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Response to Office Action

The table below presents the data as entered.
Input Field

Entered

SERIAL NUMBER

85838169

LAW OFFICE ASSIGNED

LAW OFFICE 106

MARK SECTION
MARK

http://tess2.uspto.gov/ImageAgent/ImageAgentProxy?getImage=85838169

LITERAL ELEMENT

HUDSON PALE ALE

STANDARD CHARACTERS

YES

USPTO-GENERATED IMAGE

YES

MARK STATEMENT

The mark consists of standard characters, without claim to any particular font style,
size or color.

ARGUMENT(S)
In the Office Action dated June 5, 2013, registration of the mark covered by this application was refused under Sections 2(e)(2) and 2(e)(4) of
the Trademark Act on the asserted basis that the applied-for mark is both primarily geographically descriptive and primarily merely a surname.
The applicant respectfully disagrees and traverses the refusals of registration. Reconsideration is respectfully requested in light of the following
remarks. Trademark Act Section 2(e), 15 U.S.C. §1052(e), lists several reasons for which a trademark may be refused registration, including
that the mark is primarily geographically descriptive of the applicant's goods, or that the mark is primarily merely a surname. For either basis
of refusal to apply, the fundamental determination of a mark's primary meaning to the consuming public must be made. By definition, a word
may have only a singular primary meaning, i.e., the one meaning that is most prominent in the mind of the public. Thus, the very fact that the
present mark was refused on both of these bases is evidence that neither refusal is proper. A term's geographic significance may not be its
primary significance if the term also has surname significance, and likewise its significance as a surname may not be its primary significance if
it also has geographic significance. See In re Colt Indus. Operating Corp., 195 USPQ 75 (TTAB 1977) (FAIRBANKS held not primarily
merely a surname because the geographical significance of the mark was determined to be just as dominant as its surname significance). The
Applicant submits that, in the present case, the initial refusal of this application in the Office Action dated May 22, 2013 solely on the ground
that Hudson was primarily merely a surname provides ample evidence of the term's surname significance in addition to its geographic
connotations, so that the new refusal under Section 2(e)(4) is improper. Furthermore, in its use as a geographic term, "Hudson" serves as an
indicator for multiple places and features, including among others the Hudson River, Hudson Bay, and numerous towns and cities named
Hudson (see attached evidence from www.wikipedia.org). Thus, even within its meaning as a geographic term, Hudson does not evoke a
singular primary location and there will be no single image called to mind for consumers upon seeing the mark. The possibility that a
consumer may understand either a geographical location or a surname as one possible connotation of the mark does not render it to be
primarily either of those. Among potential consumers, the multiple commonly understood meanings of the word will be known, and consumers
will not primarily associate the mark with any single one of them. In summary, the word "Hudson" has readily understood meaning and
significance multiple connotations that cannot be described as either primarily geographic or primarily a surname. Because of this fact, refusal
to register the mark cannot be maintained on either basis. It is accordingly submitted that the mark of this application is suggestive and thus
entitled to registration. All issues in the Office Action having been addressed, favorable reconsideration and passage to publication are
respectfully requested.
EVIDENCE SECTION
EVIDENCE FILE NAME(S)
ORIGINAL PDF FILE

evi_205149229-152101193_._Hudson_-_Wikipedia__the_free_encyclopedia.pdf

CONVERTED PDF FILE(S)
(3 pages)

\\TICRS\EXPORT16\IMAGEOUT16\858\381\85838169\xml7\ROA0002.JPG
\\TICRS\EXPORT16\IMAGEOUT16\858\381\85838169\xml7\ROA0003.JPG
\\TICRS\EXPORT16\IMAGEOUT16\858\381\85838169\xml7\ROA0004.JPG

DESCRIPTION OF EVIDENCE FILE

Webpage evidence of the multiple commonly understood meanings of a term in the
mark.

SIGNATURE SECTION
RESPONSE SIGNATURE

/Frank L. Politano/

SIGNATORY'S NAME

Frank L. Politano

SIGNATORY'S POSITION

Attorney of Record, New Jersey bar member

SIGNATORY'S PHONE NUMBER

973-848-4150

DATE SIGNED

12/04/2013

AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY

YES

FILING INFORMATION SECTION
SUBMIT DATE

Wed Dec 04 15:27:34 EST 2013

TEAS STAMP

USPTO/ROA-XXX.XXX.XX.X-20
131204152734837902-858381
69-500c7d6612e7828fa0c2f2
fa9b5fb363965b35eea2be68b
5a6b245f8cc28c08-N/A-N/A20131204152101193717
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Response to Office Action
To the Commissioner for Trademarks:
Application serial no. 85838169 HUDSON PALE ALE(Standard Characters, see
http://tess2.uspto.gov/ImageAgent/ImageAgentProxy?getImage=85838169) has been amended as follows:
ARGUMENT(S)
In response to the substantive refusal(s), please note the following:
In the Office Action dated June 5, 2013, registration of the mark covered by this application was refused under Sections 2(e)(2) and 2(e)(4) of the
Trademark Act on the asserted basis that the applied-for mark is both primarily geographically descriptive and primarily merely a surname. The
applicant respectfully disagrees and traverses the refusals of registration. Reconsideration is respectfully requested in light of the following
remarks. Trademark Act Section 2(e), 15 U.S.C. §1052(e), lists several reasons for which a trademark may be refused registration, including that
the mark is primarily geographically descriptive of the applicant's goods, or that the mark is primarily merely a surname. For either basis of
refusal to apply, the fundamental determination of a mark's primary meaning to the consuming public must be made. By definition, a word may
have only a singular primary meaning, i.e., the one meaning that is most prominent in the mind of the public. Thus, the very fact that the present
mark was refused on both of these bases is evidence that neither refusal is proper. A term's geographic significance may not be its primary
significance if the term also has surname significance, and likewise its significance as a surname may not be its primary significance if it also has
geographic significance. See In re Colt Indus. Operating Corp., 195 USPQ 75 (TTAB 1977) (FAIRBANKS held not primarily merely a surname
because the geographical significance of the mark was determined to be just as dominant as its surname significance). The Applicant submits
that, in the present case, the initial refusal of this application in the Office Action dated May 22, 2013 solely on the ground that Hudson was
primarily merely a surname provides ample evidence of the term's surname significance in addition to its geographic connotations, so that the
new refusal under Section 2(e)(4) is improper. Furthermore, in its use as a geographic term, "Hudson" serves as an indicator for multiple places
and features, including among others the Hudson River, Hudson Bay, and numerous towns and cities named Hudson (see attached evidence from
www.wikipedia.org). Thus, even within its meaning as a geographic term, Hudson does not evoke a singular primary location and there will be
no single image called to mind for consumers upon seeing the mark. The possibility that a consumer may understand either a geographical
location or a surname as one possible connotation of the mark does not render it to be primarily either of those. Among potential consumers, the
multiple commonly understood meanings of the word will be known, and consumers will not primarily associate the mark with any single one of
them. In summary, the word "Hudson" has readily understood meaning and significance multiple connotations that cannot be described as either
primarily geographic or primarily a surname. Because of this fact, refusal to register the mark cannot be maintained on either basis. It is

accordingly submitted that the mark of this application is suggestive and thus entitled to registration. All issues in the Office Action having been
addressed, favorable reconsideration and passage to publication are respectfully requested.
EVIDENCE
Evidence in the nature of Webpage evidence of the multiple commonly understood meanings of a term in the mark. has been attached.
Original PDF file:
evi_205149229-152101193_._Hudson_-_Wikipedia__the_free_encyclopedia.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 3 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
SIGNATURE(S)
Response Signature
Signature: /Frank L. Politano/ Date: 12/04/2013
Signatory's Name: Frank L. Politano
Signatory's Position: Attorney of Record, New Jersey bar member
Signatory's Phone Number: 973-848-4150
The signatory has confirmed that he/she is an attorney who is a member in good standing of the bar of the highest court of a U.S. state, which
includes the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and other federal territories and possessions; and he/she is currently the applicant's attorney or an
associate thereof; and to the best of his/her knowledge, if prior to his/her appointment another U.S. attorney or a Canadian attorney/agent not
currently associated with his/her company/firm previously represented the applicant in this matter: (1) the applicant has filed or is concurrently
filing a signed revocation of or substitute power of attorney with the USPTO; (2) the USPTO has granted the request of the prior representative to
withdraw; (3) the applicant has filed a power of attorney appointing him/her in this matter; or (4) the applicant's appointed U.S. attorney or
Canadian attorney/agent has filed a power of attorney appointing him/her as an associate attorney in this matter.
Serial Number: 85838169
Internet Transmission Date: Wed Dec 04 15:27:34 EST 2013
TEAS Stamp: USPTO/ROA-XXX.XXX.XX.X-20131204152734837
902-85838169-500c7d6612e7828fa0c2f2fa9b5
fb363965b35eea2be68b5a6b245f8cc28c08-N/A
-N/A-20131204152101193717

